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A singularly perturbed linear-quadratic optimal control problem in an infinite
dimensional Hilbert space is considered. An asymptotic solution of the correspond-
ing operator Riccati equation is constructed. This result is illustrated by its
application to the asymptotic solution of a set of integral-differential equations of
the Riccati type associated with the control problem of a linear singularly per-
turbed integral-differential equation of the second order. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental results of control theory is the solution of the
linear-quadratic optimal control problem with fixed initial and free termi-
nal states. This solution reduces the control problem to solving either the
w x  .matrix Riccati equation 1 finite dimensional case or the operator one
w x  .2]7 infinite dimensional case . If the linear controlled system is singu-
larly perturbed, then the Riccati equation is also singularly perturbed. The
finite dimensional version of this equation was well examined in many
 w x.publications see, for instance, 8]10 . In the present paper we investigate
the singularly perturbed operator Riccati equation with bounded time-
depending coefficients. If the coefficients are constant, the solution of the
operator Riccati equation can be expressed explicitly by these coeffi-
w xcients similarly to 6 . Unfortunately, it is impossible in the case of time-
 .depending coefficients. Therefore, in this case an approximate asymptotic
solution is required.
Note, that the infinite dimensional linear-quadratic optimal control
problem with bounded operators can be formulated, for instance, for some
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w xmechanical systems 11, pp. 133]134; 12; 13 , for systems governed by
integral-differential equations of Barbashin's type, for systems with
wincomplete information, and for systems with random parameters 14,
xpp. 155]159 . If a time-scale separation exists in such systems, the singular
perturbations occur naturally. Such perturbations can also occur artificially
w xwhen the control problem is solved by the penalty-function method 15 as
w xwell as by the regularization method 16 .
 .  .  .Let H i s x, y, u be real Hilbert spaces. Let L H , H i, j s x, y, ui i j
be spaces of linear bounded operators, mapping H into H .i j
w xWe shall consider the linear system on the fixed time segment 0, T
dxrdt s A t x q A t y q B t u , x 0 s x 0 , 1.1 .  .  .  .  .1 2 1
« dyrdt s A t x q A t y q B t u , y 0 s y0 , 1.2 .  .  .  .  .3 4 2
where x g H and y g H are state variables, u g H is a control, « ) 0x y u
 .  .  .  .  .is a small parameter « < 1 , A t g L H , H , A t g L H , H ,1 x x 2 y x
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .A t g L H , H , A t g L H , H , B t g L H , H , B t g3 x y 4 y y 1 u x 2
 . w xL H , H ; t g 0, T .u y
The cost functional,
J s x T , F x T q 2 x T , F y T q y T , F y T .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . HH H1 2 3 yx x
T
q x t , D t x t q 2 x t , D t y t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H H H1 2x x
0
q y t , D t y t q u t , R t u t dt , 1.3 .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . H H3 y u
 .  .is to be minimized by selection of the control u t . Here F , D t g1 1
 .  .  .  .  .  .L H , H ; F , D t g L H , H ; F , D t g L H , H ; R t gx x 2 2 y x 3 3 y y
 . w x  .L H , H ; t g 0, T ; ?, ? denotes the inner product in the Hilbertu u H
space H.
The objective of the present paper is to construct an asymptotic solution
 .  .of the Riccati equation, corresponding to 1.1 ] 1.3 .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some preliminary
definitions and results, used in the sequel, are presented. In Section 3 the
main hypotheses are formulated and the singularly perturbed Riccati
equation is written out. In Section 4 this equation with singular terminal
conditions is transformed to a set of essentially simpler problems solved
successively. In Sections 5]7 asymptotic solutions of these problems are
derived. In Section 8 an asymptotic solution of the Riccati equation is
constructed based on the results of Sections 4]7. In Section 9 the asymp-
totic solution of a set of integral-differential equations of the Riccati type,
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associated with the optimal control problem of a linear singularly per-
turbed integral-differential equation of the second order, is derived based
on the results of Sections 4]8.
2. PRELIMINARIES
w xLet H s H [ H be the orthogonal sum of the spaces H and H 11 .z x y x y
 .Each ordered pair x, y , where x g H and y g H , is an element of thex y
 .space H and vice versa, i.e., z g H m z s x, y , x g H , y g H . Thez z x y
 .space H is a Hilbert one with the inner product defined as ?, ? sz H z
 .  .?, ? q ?, ? . Let us consider the operator G: H ª HH H z zx y
G G1 2
G J , Gz s G x q G y , G x q G y , z s x , y , 2.1 .  .  .1 2 3 4 /G G3 4
 .  .  .  .where G g L H , H , G g L H , H , G g L H , H , G g L H , H .1 x x 2 y x 3 x y 4 y y
 .It is clear that G is a linear bounded operator, i.e., G g L H , H .z z
 .Moreover, each operator from L H , H can be represented in the formz z
 .2.1 . Similarly, the operators B: H ª H and E : H ª H are definedu z z u
as
B1
B J , Bu s B u , B u , u g H , 2.2 .  .1 2 u /B2
 .  .  .where B g L H , H , B g L H , H , B g L H , H ;1 u x 2 u y u z
E J E , E , E z s E x q E y , z s x , y g H , 2.3 .  .  .1 2 1 2 z
 .  .  .where E g L H , H , E g L H , H , E g L H , H .1 x u 2 y u z u
w xDEFINITION 2.1. Following 17 , we shall say that the operator G is
 . 5 5 2positive definite if Gz, z G n z ;z g H , where n is some positiveHH zzz
5 5number and ? denotes the norm in the space H. We shall say that theH
 .operator G is positive if Gz, z G 0 ;z g H .H zz
Similar definitions take place for the operators G and G .1 4
 .LEMMA 2.1. If the operator G is positi¨ e definite positi¨ e then G and1
 .G are also positi¨ e definite positi¨ e operators.4
 .Proof. The lemma is proved directly by substitution z s x, 0 ; x g Hx
 .and z s 0, y ; y g H into Definition 2.1.y
w xDEFINITION 2.2. Following 18 , we shall say that the operator G is4
5  .5  .stable if exp G r F c exp yxr ;r G 0, where c and x areL H , H .4 y y
some positive constants.
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w xLEMMA 2.2 11, 18 . The operator G is stable if and only if its spectrum4
lies inside the left-hand half-plane.
3. MAIN HYPOTHESES AND THE OPERATOR
RICCATI EQUATION
 .  .In the sequal we shall consider the problem 1.1 ] 1.3 under the
following hypotheses:
 .  .  .  .  .  . a the operators A t i s 1, . . . , 4 , B t i s 1, 2 , D t i si i i
.  .1, 2, 3 , and R t are n q 2 times continuously differentiable functions of
w xt g 0, T in the corresponding spaces of operators;
 .b the operator
D t D t .  .1 2D t J 3.1 .  .U /D t D t .  .2 3
w x Uis self-adjoint and positive ; t g 0, T , where the superscript denotes an
adjoint operator;
 .  . w xc the operator R t is self-adjoint and positive definite ; t g 0, T ;
 .d the operator
F F1 2F J 3.2 .U /F F2 3
is self-adjoint and positive definite;
 .   .  .4 w x e the pair A t , B t is stabilizable ; t g 0, T , i.e., following4 2
w x. w x  .  .18 , for each t g 0, T there exists an operator L t g L H , H suchs y u
 .  .  .that the operator A t y B t L t is stable;4 2 s
 .  .  .  .f the operator D t has a square root C t g L H , H3 y y
 U  .  .  ..   .  .4C t C t s D t such that the pair A t , C t is detectable ; t g3 4
w x  w x. w x0, T , i.e. following 18 , for each t g 0, T there exists an operator
 .  .  .  .  .L t g L H , H such that the operator A t y L t C t is stable.d y y 4 d
Introducing in the consideration the operators
A t A t B t .  .  .1 2 1A t , « J , B t , « J , 3.3 .  .  . /  /A t r« A t r« B t r« .  .  .3 4 2
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 .  .one can rewrite the problem 1.1 ] 1.3 in the form
0 0 0 0 w xdzrdt s A t , « z q B t , « u , z 0 s z z s x , y , t g 0, T , .  .  .  . .
3.4 .
J s z T , Fz T .  . . H z
T
q z t , D t z t q u t , R t u t dt. 3.5 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H HH z u
0
 w x.From the well-known Riccati equation approach see 2 , which is
 .  .applicable to the problem 3.4 , 3.5 ;« ) 0, we obtain the optimal control
y1 . U  .  .  .as u s yR t B t, « K t, « z, where K t, « is a linear bounded self-
adjoint positive definite operator, which satisfies the Riccati equation and
the terminal condition
dKrdt s yKA t , « y AU t , « K q KS t , « K y D t , .  .  .  .
K T , « s F , K g L H , H . 3.6 .  .  .z z
 .  . y1 . U  .Here S t, « s B t, « R t B t, « .
In order to remove the singularities at « s 0 from the right-hand part of
 .  .the differential equation in 3.6 , we shall seek the solution K t, « of this
equation in the form
K t , « « K t , « .  .1 2K t , « s , 3.7 .  .U /« K t , « « K t , « .  .2 3
 .  .  .  .  .  .where K t, « g L H , H , K t, « g L H , H , K t, « g L H , H1 x x 2 y x 3 y y
w x  .  .  .; t g 0, T , « ) 0. Using Eqs. 3.1 ] 3.3 , 3.7 , one can rewrite the prob-
 .lem 3.6 as
dK rdt s yK A t y AU t K y K A t y AU t KU q K S t K .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 2 1 1 1
q K S t KU q K SU t K q K S t KU y D t , .  .  .  .1 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 1
K T , « s F , 3.8 .  .1 1
« dK rdt s yK A t y K A t y « AU t K y AU t K .  .  .  .2 1 2 2 4 1 2 3 3
q « K S t K q K S t K q « K SU t K .  .  .1 1 2 1 2 3 2 2 2
qK S t K y D t , K T , « s 1r« F , 3.9 .  .  .  .  .2 3 3 2 2 2
« dK rdt s y« KU A t y « AU t K y K A t y AU t K .  .  .  .3 2 2 2 2 3 4 4 3
q « 2KUS t K q « KUS t K q « K SU t K .  .  .2 1 2 2 2 3 3 2 2
qK S t K y D t , K T , « s 1r« F , 3.10 .  .  .  .  .3 3 3 3 3 3
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 .  . y1 . U  .  .  . y1 . U  .  .where S t s B t R t B t , S t s B t R t B t , S t s1 1 1 2 1 2 3
 . y1 . U  .B t R t B t .2 2
 .  .The problem 3.8 ] 3.10 is a singularly perturbed terminal-value one. In
this problem the terminal conditions for the ``fast'' variables are un-
bounded in the small parameter. Since the differential equations in
 .  .3.8 ] 3.10 are essentially nonlinear, a classical boundary layer method
 w x.see 19]21 is not applicable to this problem. In order to construct the
 .asymptotic solution of this problem we shall carry out the following: 1
using properties of the Riccati equation, we shall reduce it to solving a set
 .of essentially simpler problems; 2 we shall obtain asymptotic solutions of
 .these new problems by the boundary layer method; 3 applying the
obtained asymptotic solutions, we shall construct the asymptotic solution
of the original problem.
 .  .4. TRANSFORMATION OF THE PROBLEM 3.8 ] 3.10
Consider the problem
dPrdt s yPA t , « y AU t , « P q PS t , « P y D t , P T , « s Q, .  .  .  .  .
4.1 .
where
P t , « « P t , « .  .1 2P t , « s , . U /« P t , « « P t , « .  .2 3
n j0 « « P T .js0 2 j
Q s , 4.2 .
Un j n j 0« « P T « « P T .  .js0 2 j js0 3 j
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .P t, « g L H , H , P t, « g L H , H , P t, « g L H , H ; P t1 x x 2 y x 3 y y 2 j
 .and P t are corresponding outer coefficients of the boundary layer3 j
asymptotic solution of this problem. Below it will be shown under some
additional hypotheses that these coefficients, as well as a solution of the
 .  . w xproblem 4.1 , 4.2 , exist and are unique for t g 0, T .
 .  .We shall seek the solution of the problem 3.8 ] 3.10 in the form
K t , « s P t , « q W U t , « My1 t , « W t , « , 4.3 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .where P t, « is a solution of the problem 4.1 , 4.2 while W t, « and
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 .M t, « are solutions of the problems
dWrdt s yW A t , « y S t , « P t , « , .  .  .
W t , « «W t , « .  .1 2W T , « s I , W t , « s , 4.4 .  .  .z  /W t , « «W t , « .  .3 4
 .  .  .  .W g L H , H , W g L H , H , W g L H , H , W g L H , H ; t1 x x 2 y x 3 x y 4 y y
w xg 0, T , « ) 0, I is the identity operator,z
dMrdt s yW t , « S t , « W U t , « , .  .  .
M t , « M t , « .  .1 2y1M T , « s F y Q , M t , « s , 4.5 .  .  .  .U /M t , « M t , « .  .2 3
 .  .  . w xM g L H , H , M g L H , H , M g L H , H ; t g 0, T , « ) 0.1 x x 2 y x 3 y y
 .It is easy to verify by a direct substitution that the operator K t, « from
 .  .  .4.3 satisfies the problem 3.8 ] 3.10 . So, we have reduced the problem
 .  .3.8 ] 3.10 to three essentially simpler ones, which are solved successively.
 .  .Thus, the terminal conditions in the problem 4.1 , 4.2 are bounded in
 .  .the small parameter, the problem 4.4 is linear, and the problem 4.5 is
trivial. All these problems can be solved by the boundary layer method.
5. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
 .  .4.1 , 4.2
According to the boundary layer method we shall seek the solution
 .  .  .  .P t, « i s 1, 2, 3 of 4.1 , 4.2 in the formi
P t , « s P t , « q P P t , « i s 1, 2, 3 , t s t y T r« , 5.1 .  .  .  .  .  .i i i
P t , « s P t q « P t q . . . i s 1, 2, 3 , 5.2 .  .  .  .  .i i0 i1
P P t , « s « P P t q « 2 P P t q . . . , .  .  .1 0 1 1 1
P P t , « s P P t q « P P t q . . . i s 2, 3 . 5.3 .  .  .  .  .i 0 i 1 i
Equations and conditions for the coefficients of these series are obtained
 .  .  .  .by substituting 5.1 ] 5.3 into 4.1 , 4.2 and equating terms of the same
power of « on both sides of the equations, separately the terms depending
on t and on t .
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 .  .For the zero-order outer coefficients P t i s 1, 2, 3 , we havei0
U U UdP rdt s yP A t y A t P y P A t y A t P .  .  .  .10 10 1 1 10 20 3 3 20
Uq P S t P q P S t P .  .10 1 10 10 2 20
U UqP S t P q P S t P y D t , P T s 0, 5.4 .  .  .  .  .20 2 10 20 3 20 1 10
U0 s yP A t y P A t y A t P q P S t P .  .  .  .10 2 20 4 3 30 10 2 30
q P S t P y D t , 5.5 .  .  .20 3 30 2
U0 s yP A t y A t P q P S t P y D t . 5.6 .  .  .  .  .30 4 4 30 30 3 30 3
 .  .  .  w x.  .From hypotheses c , e , f we have see 18 that Eq. 5.6 has a unique
 .self-adjoint positive solution P t and the operator30
Q t J A t y S t P t 5.7 .  .  .  .  .4 3 30
w xis stable ; t g 0, T .
w x  .LEMMA 5.1 22 . The operator P t is an n q 2 times continuously30
w xdifferentiable function of t g 0, T .
 . w xSince Q t is an invertible operator for each t g 0, T , similarly to the
 w x.  .  .finite dimensional case see 8 we obtain from 5.4 , 5.5
P t s P t G t y G t , 5.8 .  .  .  .  .20 10 1 2
U Uy1dP rdt s yP A t y A t P q P B t R t B t P y D t , .  .  .  .  .  .10 10 10 10 10
w xP T s 0, t g 0, T , 5.9 .  .10
Uy1 . w  .  .  .x  .  . w  .  .where G t s S t P t y A t Q t , G t s A t P t q1 2 30 2 2 3 30
U Uy1 .x  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .D t Q t , A t s A t q G t A t q S t G t q G t S t G t ,2 1 1 3 2 2 1 3 2
U U .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .B t s B t q G t B t , D t s D t y G t A t y A t G t y1 1 2 1 2 3 3 2
 .  . U  .G t S t G t .2 3 2
Let us introduce the following hypothesis:
 .  . w xh the operator D t is positive ; t g 0, T .
This hypothesis provides the existence and uniqueness of solution of the
 .  w x.problem 5.9 see 2 .
Remark 5.1. Let us present three important cases when the hypothesis
 .h is valid.
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 .  .  .  . w x1 D t s 0, D t s 0, A t is a stable operator ; t g 0, T . In2 3 4
 . w x  .  . w xthis case P t s 0 ; t g 0, T , which leads to D t s D t ; t g 0, T .30 1
 .  . w x2 P t is a positive definite operator ; t g 0, T . This takes a30
 . w xplace, for instance, when D t is a positive definite operator ; t g 0, T .3
 .In this case the positiveness of the operator D t is shown similarly to the
w xfinite dimensional problem 8 .
 .  . w x3 P t is a completely continuous operator ; t g 0, T and its30
spectrum is a finite set. This takes a place, for instance, when H is a finitey
 .  .  .dimensional space. In this case H s H t [ H t , where H t andy y1 y2 y1
 .H t are subspaces of H , corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of they2 y
 .  .P t and the set of the other ones, respectively. Then P t can be30 30
represented in the form
1P t 0 .30P t s , .30 2 /0 P t .30
j  .  .  .  .where P t j s 1, 2 is a restriction of P t onto H t . It is clear that30 30 y j
1 2 .  .  .P t s 0 and P t is a positive definite operator. So, we obtain case 130 30
 .  .  .in the subspace H t and case 2 in the subspace H t .y1 y2
 .For the zero-order coefficients of the boundary layer correction P P t0 i
 .  .i s 1, 2, 3 , we have, taking into account that P T s 0,10
U U UdP P rdt s yP P A T y A T P P q P T S T P P .  .  .  .0 1 0 2 3 3 0 2 20 3 0 2
U Uq P P S T P T q P P S T P P , 5.10 .  .  .  .0 2 3 20 0 2 3 0 2
UdP P rdt s yP P Q T y S T P P y A T P P .  .  .0 2 0 2 3 0 3 3 0 3
qP T S T P P , P P 0 s 0, 5.11 .  .  .  .20 3 0 3 0 2
dP P rdt s yP P Q T y QU T P P q P P S T P P , .  .  .0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 3 0 3
P P 0 s 0. 5.12 .  .0 3
 .  .  .Problem 5.10 ] 5.12 together with the condition that P P t ª 0 as0 1
 w x.  .  x  .t ª y` see 19, 20 yields P P t s 0 ;t g y`, 0 i s 1, 2, 3 .0 i
Higher-order coefficients for the outer expansion as well as for the
boundary layer correction are obtained similarly to the zero-order case.
 .  x  .Note, that P P t s 0 ;t g y`, 0 i s 1, 2, 3; j s 1, . . . , n .j i
n j .  . Let us form the following expressions P t, « J  « P t i sin js0 i j
.1, 2, 3 .
 .  .THEOREM 5.1. Under hypotheses a ] h , for all sufficiently small « ) 0
 .  .  .  . w xthe problem 4.1 , 4.2 has a unique solution P t, « i s 1, 2, 3 , ; t g 0, T .i
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5  .  .5 nq1This solution satisfies the inequality P t, « y P t, « F a« ; t gi in
w x 5 50, T , where ? denotes a norm in the corresponding space of linear bounded
operators and a ) 0 is some constant independent of « .
Proof. The theorem is proved similarly to the well-known one on the
asymptotic solution of the initial-value problem for singularly perturbed
 w x.ordinary differential equations see 19, 20 , using Lemma 5.1 and the
following proposition
w xLEMMA 5.2 11 . For all sufficiently small « ) 0 an e¨olution operator
 .  .  .Y t, s, « of the equation « dYrdt s Q t Y , Y g L H , H , satisfies they y
5  .5 w  . xinequality Y t, s, « F c exp yx t y s r« , 0 F s - t F T , whereL H , H .y y
c and x are some positi¨ e constants independent of « .
 .6. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 4.4
According to the boundary layer method we shall seek the solution
 .  .  .W t, « i s 1, . . . , 4 of 4.4 in the formi
W t , « s W t , « q PW t , « , 6.1 .  .  .  .i i i
W t , « s W t q «W t q . . . i s 1, . . . , 4 , 6.2 .  .  .  .  .i i0 i1
PW t , « s « P W t q « 2 P W t q . . . , .  .  .1 0 1 1 1
PW t ? « s P W t q « P W t q . . . i s 2, 3 , .  .  .  .i 0 i 1 i
PW t , « s «y1 P W t q P W t q « P W t q . . . . 6.3 .  .  .  .  .4 y1 4 0 4 1 4
Equations and conditions for the coefficients of these series are obtained
 .  .  .  .  .by substituting 6.1 ] 6.3 into 4.4 , replacing there P t, « by P t, «i in
 .i s 1, 2, 3 , and equating terms of the same power of « on both sides of
the equations, separately the terms depending on t and t .
 .  .For the zero-order outer coefficients W t i s 1, . . . , 4 , we havei0
UdW rdt s yW A t y S t P t y S t P t .  .  .  .  .k 0 k 0 1 1 10 2 20
U Uy W A t y S t P t y S P t , 6.4 .  .  .  .  .kq1, 0 3 2 10 3 20
0 s yW A t y S t P t y W Q t , 6.5 .  .  .  .  .k 0 2 2 30 kq1, 0
W T s I , W T s yP W 0 , 6.6 .  .  .  .10 x 30 0 3
 .  .where k s 1, 3; I is the identity operator in L H , H ; and P W 0 willx x x 0 3
 . w xbe obtained below. Since Q t is an invertible operator for each t g 0, T ,
 .  . w xthe problem 6.4 ] 6.6 has a unique solution for t g 0, T .
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 .For P W t we obtain the problemy1 4
dP W rdt s yP W Q T , P W 0 s I , 6.7 .  .  .y1 4 y1 4 y1 4 y
 .where I is the identity operator in L H , H . This problem has they y y
 . w  . x  xunique solution P W t s exp yQ T t ;t g y`, 0 .y1 4
 .For the zero-order coefficients of the boundary layer correction P W t0 i
 .  .i s 1, . . . , 4 , we have, taking into account that P T s 0,10
UdP W rdt s yP W A T y S T P T , 6.8 .  .  .  .0 1 0 2 3 3 20
dP W rdt s yP W Q T , P W 0 s yW T , 6.9 .  .  .  .0 2 0 2 0 2 20
UdP W rdt s yP W t A T y S T P T , 6.10 .  .  .  .  .0 3 y1 4 3 3 20
dP W rdt0 4
s yP W Q T y P W A T y S T P T .  .  .  .0 4 0 3 2 2 30
UyP W t dQ T rdt t y S T P T y S T P T , .  .  .  .  .  . .y1 4 3 31 2 20
P W 0 s yW T . 6.11 .  .  .0 4 40
 .Taking into account that Q T is stable, we obtain that the problem
 .  .  .  .6.8 ] 6.11 together with conditions P W t ª 0 as t ª y` k s 1, 30 k
has a unique solution. Moreover, this solution satisfies the inequality
5  .5  .  x  . 5 5P W t F c exp xt ;t g y`, 0 i s 1, . . . , 4 , where ? is a norm in0 i
the corresponding space of linear bounded operators and c and x are
 .  .some positive constants. In particular, P W t s yW T0 1 20
Uy 1w  . x  .w  .  .  .x  .  .exp yQ T t Q T A T y S T P T , P W t s yW T3 3 20 0 2 20
Uy1w  . x  . w  . x  .w  .  .  .xexp yQ T t , P W t s exp yQ T t Q T A T y S T P T .0 3 3 3 20
Higher-order coefficients for the outer expansion as well as for the
boundary layer correction are obtained similarly to the zero-order case.
n j .  . w  .Let us form the expressions W t, « J W t q  « W t q1n 10 js1 1 j
n j .x  . w  .  .x  .  .P W t , W t, « J  « W t q P W t i s 2, 3 , W t, « Jjy1 1 in js0 i j j i 4 n
y1 n j . w  .  .x« P W t q  « W t q P W t .y1 4 js0 4 j j 4
 .  .THEOREM 6.1. Under hypotheses a ] h , for all sufficiently small « ) 0
 .  .  . w xthe problem 4.4 has a unique solution W t, « i s 1, . . . , 4 , ; t g 0, T .i
5  .  .5 nq1This solution satisfies the inequality W t, « y W t, « F a« ; t gi in
w x 5 50, T , where ? is a norm in the corresponding space of linear bounded
operators and a ) 0 is some constant independent of « . The norms of the
 .operators P W t are exponentially decaying functions of t as t ª y`.j i
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Proof. The theorem is proved similarly to the well-known one of the
asymptotic solution of initial-value problem for singularly perturbed ordi-
 w x.nary differential equations see 19, 20 , using Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, and
Theorem 5.1.
 .7. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 4.5
Let us introduce the operator
N « N « .  .1 2N « J . U /N « N « .  .2 3
y1
n jF F y « « P T .1 2 js0 2 j
s .
U Un j n j 0F y « « P T F y « « P T .  .2 js0 2 j 3 js0 3 j
 .  .It is obvious that under hypothesis d the operator N « exists and is an
infinitely differentiable function of « for all sufficiently small « G 0.
According to the boundary layer method we shall seek the solution
 .  .  .M t,« i s 1, 2, 3 of 4.5 in the formi
M t , « s M t , « q P M t , « , 7.1 .  .  .  .i i i
M t , « s M t q « M t q . . . i s 1, 2 , .  .  .  .i i0 i1
y1M t , « s « M t q M t q « M t q . . . , 7.2 .  .  .  .  .3 3, y1 30 31
P M t , « s « P M t q « 2 P M t q . . . , .  .  .1 0 1 1 1
P M t , « s P M t q « P M t q . . . , .  .  .2 0 2 1 2
P M t , « s «y1 P M t q P M t q « P M t q . . . . 7.3 .  .  .  .  .3 y1 3 0 3 1 3
Equations and conditions for the coefficients of these series are obtained
 .  .  .  .  .by substitution of 7.1 ] 7.3 into 4.5 , replacing there W t, « by W t, «i in
 .  .  .i s 1, . . . , 4 , N « i s 1, 2, 3 by their power series expansions, andi
equating terms of the same power of « on both sides of the equations,
separately terms depending on t and t .
 .  .For the coefficients M t and P M t we have the problems3, y1 y1 3
dM rdt s 0, M T s yP M 0 , 7.4 .  .  .3, y1 3, y1 y1 3
dP M rdt s yP W t S T P W U t . 7.5 .  .  .  .y1 3 y1 4 3 y1 4
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 .Requiring that P M t ª 0 as t ª y` and taking into account thaty1 3
 .  .  . y` w  . xQ T is stable, we obtain from 7.5 that P M t s H exp yQ T ry1 3 t
U . w  . x  x  .  .S T exp yQ T r dr, t g y`, 0 . This and 7.4 yield M t s3 3, y1
y` w  . x  . w U  . x w xyH exp yQ T r S T exp yQ T r dr, t g 0, T .0 3
 .  .For the zero-order outer coefficients M t i s 1, 2, 3 , we havei0
U U UdM rdt s yW t S t W t y W t S t W t .  .  .  .  .  .k 0 k 0 1 k 0 kq1, 0 2 k 0
U Uy W t S t W t y W t S t W t .  .  .  .  .  .k 0 2 kq1, 0 kq1, 0 3 kq1, 0
k s 1, 3 , 7.6 .  .
U U UdM rdt s yW t S t W t y W t S t W t .  .  .  .  .  .20 10 1 30 20 2 30
U Uy W t S t W t y W t S t W t , 7.7 .  .  .  .  .  .  .10 2 40 20 3 40
M T s N 0 , M T s N 0 y P M 0 , .  .  .  .  .10 1 20 2 0 2
M T s N 0 y P M 0 , 7.8 .  .  .  .30 3 0 3
 .  .where P M 0 i s 2, 3 will be obtained below. A unique solution of the0 i
 .  .problem 7.6 ] 7.8 is obtained by direct integration.
 .For the zero-order coefficients of the boundary layer correction P M t0 i
 .  .i s 1, 2, 3 , we have, using that W T s I ,10 x
U UdP M rdt s yP W t S T q S T W T .  .  .  .0 1 0 2 2 3 20
Uy S T q W T S T P W t .  .  .  .2 20 3 0 2
y P W t S T P W U t , 7.9 .  .  .  .0 2 3 0 2
dP M rdt0 2
Us y S T q W T S T q P W t S T P W t , 7.10 .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 20 3 0 2 3 y1 4
U U UdP M rdt s yP W t S T W T q P W t .  .  .  .0 3 y1 4 2 30 0 3
Uy W T q P W t S T P W t .  .  .  .30 0 3 2 y1 4
U Uy P W t S T W T q P W t .  .  .  .y1 4 3 40 0 4
Uy W T q P W t S T P W t .  .  .  .40 0 4 3 y1 4
Uy t P W t dS T rdt P W t . 7.11 .  .  .  .y1 4 3 y1 4
 .  .Requiring that P M t ª 0 as t ª y` i s 1, 2, 3 , and taking into0 i
account Theorem 6.1, one can obtain a unique solution of the problem
 .  .7.9 ] 7.11 by direct integration. This solution is exponentially decaying.
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Higher-order coefficients for the outer expansion as well as for the
boundary layer correction are obtained similarly to the zero-order case.
n j .  . w  .Let us form the expressions M t, « J M t q  « M t q1n 10 js1 1 j
n j .x  . w  .  .x  .P M t , M t, « J  « M t q P M t , M t, « Jjy 1 1 2 n js 0 2 j j 2 3 n
n jw  .  .x « M t q P M t .jsy1 3 j j 3
 .  .THEOREM 7.1. Under hypotheses a ] h , for all sufficiently small « ) 0
 .  .  . w xthe problem 4.5 has a unique solution M t, « i s 1, 2, 3 , ; t g 0, T .i
5  .  .5 nq1This solution satisfies the inequality M t, « y M t, « F a« ; t gi in
w x 5 50, T , where ? is a norm in the corresponding space of linear bounded
operators and a ) 0 is some constant independent of « . The norms of the
 .operators P M t are exponentially decaying functions of t as t ª y`.j i
Proof. The statements of the theorem are an immediate consequence
of Theorem 6.1.
8. ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
 .  .3.8 ] 3.10
Let us form the operator
K t , « J P t , « q W U t , « My1 t , « W t , « , 8.1 .  .  .  .  .  .n n n n n
where
K t , « « K t , « .  .1n 2 nK t , « J , . Un  /« K t , « « K t , « .  .2 n 3n
P t , « « P t , « .  .1n 2 nP t , « J , . Un  /« P t , « « P t , « .  .2 n 3n
W t , « «W t , « .  .1n 2 nW t , « J , .n  /W t , « «W t , « .  .3n 4 n
M t , « M t , « .  .1n 2 nM t , « J . . Un  /M t , « M t , « .  .2 n 3n
 .  .THEOREM 8.1. Under hypotheses a ] h , for all sufficiently small « ) 0
 .  .  .  .the problem 3.8 ] 3.10 has a unique solution K t, « i s 1, 2, 3 , ; t gi
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w x 5  .  .5 nq10, T . This solution satisfies the inequalities K t, « y K t, « F a« ,1 1n
5  .  .5 n  . w x 5 5K t, « y K t, « F a« i s 2, 3 , ; t g 0, T , where ? is a norm ini in
the corresponding space of linear bounded operators, a ) 0 is some constant
independent of « .
 .Proof. First let us show that the operator M t, « is invertible andn
y1 .  . w xM t, « is a uniformly bounded function of t, « for all t g 0, T andn
sufficiently small « ) 0.
 .From 4.5 we have
Ty1 U w xM t , « s F y Q q W s, « S s, « W s, « ds ; t g 0, T . .  .  .  .  .H
t
8.2 .
 .  .Since S t, « is a positive operator, Eq. 8.2 yields
y1M t , « z , z G F y Q z , z ;z g H . 8.3 .  .  . .  .H zHz z
 . 5 5From 4.2 one has Q F a « , where a ) 0 is some constantL H , H . 1 1z z
 .y1independent of « . Consequently, the operator F y Q can be repre-
sented as
y1 y1 Ä Ä5 5F y Q s F q Q, Q F a « , 8.4 .  .L H , H . 2z z
where a ) 0 is some constant independent of « .2
 .  .From hypothesis d and 8.4 we obtain for all sufficiently small « ) 0
 .y1 . 5 5 2that F y Q z, z G n z ;z g H , where n ) 0 is some constantHH 1 z 1zz
 .independent of « . Consequently, inequality 8.3 leads to
5 5 2M t , « z , z G n z ;z g H . 8.5 .  . . H H1 zz z
 .Applying Theorem 7.1, we represent the operator M t, « in the formn
 .  .  . 5  .5 nq1M t, « s M t, « q D t, « , where D t, « F a « and a )L H , H .n 3 3z z
0 is some constant independent of « . This representation and inequality
 .   . . 5 5 28.5 directly lead to the inequality M t, « z, z G n z ;z g H ,Hn H 2 zzz
where n ) 0 is some constant independent of « . The last inequality2
y1 .implies that the operator M t, « exists and is uniformly bounded for alln
w xt g 0, T and sufficiently small « ) 0.
 .  .Now from expressions 4.3 and 8.1 , applying Theorems 5.1, 6.1, 7.1,
 .  .and taking into account the structure of the operators K t, « , P t, « ,
 .  .  .  .  .  .W t, « , M t, « , K t, « , P t, « , W t, « , M t, « , we immediatelyn n n n
obtain the statements of the theorem.
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9. OPTIMAL CONTROL OF INTEGRAL-DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION
Let us consider a system governed by the singularly perturbed integral-
differential equation of second order
«­ 2 x t , z r­ t 2 s a x t , z q a ­ x t , z r­ t .  .  .1 2
b
q g t , z , r x t , r dr q u t , z , 9.1 .  .  .  .H
a
0 2 w x 0 2 w xx 0, z s x z g L a , b , ­ x 0, z r­ t s y z g L a , b . .  .  .  .
9.2 .
 .  .The problem 9.1 , 9.2 is equivalent to the following set of integral-
w xdifferential equations of Barbashin's type 14, p. 155
­ x t , z r­ t s y t , z , x 0, z s x 0 z , 9.3 .  .  .  .  .
«­ y t , z r­ t .
b
s a x t , z q a y t , z q g t , z , r x t , r dr q u t , z , .  .  .  .  .H1 2
a
y 0, z s y0 z . 9.4 .  .  .
The cost functional, which is to be minimized by selection of the control
 .u t, z , has the form
b 2 2J s f x T , z q f y T , z dz .  .H 1 2
a
T b 2 2 2q d x t , z q d y t , z q ru t , z dz dt. 9.5 .  .  .  .H H 1 2
0 a
We shall assume that a , f , d , r, where i s 1, 2 are constant. Functionsi i i
j  . j  . w x­ g t, z , r r­ t j s 0, 1, 2 are bounded in the domain t g 0, T , z g
w x w x  .a , b , r g a , b . We shall also assume that f ) 0 i s 1, 2 , d G 0,i 1
d ) 0, r ) 0.2
 .  .It is easy to see that 9.3 ] 9.5 is a particular case of the problem
 .  . 2w x1.1 ] 1.3 . For this case one has H s H s H s L a , b andx y u
A t s 0, A t ¨ s ¨ z , .  .  .1 2
b
A t ¨ s a ¨ z q g t , z , r ¨ r dr , A t ¨ s a ¨ z , 9.6 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H3 1 4 2
a
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B t s 0, B t ¨ s ¨ z , .  .  .1 2
F ¨ s f ¨ z , F s 0, F ¨ s f ¨ z , .  .1 1 2 3 2
D t ¨ s d ¨ z , D t s 0, D t ¨ s d ¨ z . 9.7 .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 3 2
 .  .  .In 9.6 , 9.7 , and in the sequel ¨ z denotes any function belonging to
2w xL a , b .
 w x.Applying L. Schwartz's theorem on kernels see 23, 24 , we can repre-
 .sent the solution of the operator Riccati equation 3.6 , associated with the
 .  .problem 9.3 ] 9.5 , in the form
b
K t h s K t h z q L t , z , r h r dr , 9.8 .  .  .  .  .  .H
a
 .where K and L are matrices of dimension 2 = 2 and h z is any vector of
2w xdimension 2 with components belonging to L a , b . Substituting
 .  .  .9.6 ] 9.8 into 3.6 , we obtain that the matrices K and L satisfy the
following equations and terminal conditions
d Krdt s yKA y A XK q KS K y D , K T s F , 9.9 .  .
­L t , z , r r­ t .
Xs yL t , z , r A y S K t y A y K t S L t , z , r .  .  .  .
b Xy L t , z , s G t , s, r q G t , s, z L t , s, r .  .  .  .H
a
yL t , z , s SL t , s, r ds .  .
y K t G t , z , r y GX t , r , z K t , L T , z , r s0, .  .  .  .  .
9.10 .
where
d 00 00 1 1
A s , S s , D s , 9.11 .y1 2a r« a r« /  /  /0 r r« 0 d1 2 2
f 0 0 01F s , G t , z , r s , 9.12 .  . /g t , z , r r« 0 /  .0 f2
 .  .the prime denotes transposition. From 9.9 , 9.10 one has immediately
X .  . X .  .  .that K t s K t , L t, z , r s L t, r, z . Representing the matrices K t
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 .and L t, z , r in the form
K t « K t .  .1 2
K t s , .  /« K t « K t .  .2 3
L t , z , r «L t , z , r .  .1 2
L t , z , r s 9.13 .  . /«L t , r , z «L t , z , r .  .2 3
 .  .  .and substituting 9.13 into 9.9 , 9.10 , one removes the singularities at
« s 0 from the right-hand parts of these equations and obtains a set of
singularly perturbed differential and integral-differential equations with
nonlinearities of the Riccati type and given terminal conditions. Note, that
 .the terminal condition for the ``fast'' variable K t is unbounded in the3
 .  .small parameter. In order to solve the problem 9.9 ] 9.13 , we shall apply
the asymptotic method developed in the previous sections. For the sake of
 .  .simplicity we shall restrict the asymptotic solution of 9.9 ] 9.13 to the
 .  .first order one. Note that satisfying the hypotheses a ] f for the problem
 .  .9.3 ] 9.5 is obvious.
 .  .  .We begin the asymptotic solution of 9.9 ] 9.13 with solving Eq. 5.6 .
 .The operator P t can be represented in the form30
b
P t ¨ s p ¨ z q q t , z , r ¨ r dr . 9.14 .  .  .  .  .H30 30 30
a
 .  .  .  .Substituting 9.14 and 9.6 , 9.7 into 5.6 , one has the following equa-
 .tions for p and q t, z , r30 30
y1 2r p y 2 a p y d s 0, 9.15 .30 2 30 2
by1 y1y2 a y r p q t , z , r q r q t , z , s q t , s, r ds s 0. .  .  . . H2 30 30 30 30
a
9.16 .
 .  .From 9.15 , 9.16 we obtain
1r22 y1p s a q a q d r r , q t , z , r s 0. 9.17 .  . .30 2 2 2 30
 .  .  .  .  .From 5.7 and 9.6 , 9.7 , 9.14 , 9.17 we have
1r2y1 2 y1Q t ¨ s yg ¨ z , Q t ¨ s y 1rg ¨ z , g s a q d r . .  .  .  .  .  .2 2
9.18 .
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 .  .Now, let us consider Eqs. 5.8 , 5.9 . We have for the coefficients of
these equations
G t ¨ s 1rg ¨ z , .  .  .1
b
G t ¨ s y a p rg ¨ z y p rg g t , r , z ¨ r dr , 9.19 .  .  .  .  . .  .H2 1 30 30
a
b
A t ¨ s a ¨ z q a t , z , r ¨ r dr , B t ¨ s 1rg ¨ z , .  .  .  .  .  .  .H1 2
a
b
D t ¨ s d ¨ z q d t , z , r ¨ r dr , 9.20 .  .  .  .  .H1 2
a
2 2 .  .  .where a s ya a rg , a t, z , r s y a rg g t, z , r , d s d q1 1 2 2 2 1 1
2 2 2 .  . w  . x w  .a p g y a rg , and d t, z , r s p g y a rg a g t, z , r q1 30 2 2 30 2 1
b .x  .  . 4g t, r, z q H g t, s, z g t, s, r ds . Since d G 0, p ) 0 and g ) a ,a 1 30 2
 . w xthe operator D t is positive ; t g 0, T .
 .  .Representing the operators P t i s 1, 2 in the formi0
b
P t ¨ s p t ¨ z q q t , z , r ¨ r dr i s 1, 2 , 9.21 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Hi0 i0 i0
a
 .  .  .  .and substituting 9.19 ] 9.21 into 5.8 , 5.9 , one has the following equa-
 .  .  .tions for obtaining p t and q t, z , r i s 1, 2 ,i0 i0
2dp rdt s y2 a p q k p y d , p T s 0, 9.22 .  .10 1 10 10 1 10
b
­ q t , z , r r­ t s y2m t q t , z , r y a t , s, r q t , z , s .  .  .  .  .H10 10 2 10
a
qa t , s, z q t , s, r yk q t , z , s q t , s, r ds4 .  .  .  .2 10 10 10
y p t a t , z , r q a t , r , z y d t , z , r , .  .  .  .10 2 2 2
q T , z , r s 0, 9.23 .  .10
p t s p t q a p rg , .  .20 10 1 30
q t , z , r s q t , z , r q p g t , r , z rg , 9.24 .  .  .  .20 10 30
2 .  .  .where k s 1r g r , m t s a y k p t .1 10
 .  .  .  .Now let us consider Eqs. 6.4 ] 6.11 . Solving Eqs. 6.7 ] 6.11 by




P W t ¨ s w t ¨ z q c t , z , r ¨ r dr , .  .  .  .  .Hy1 4 4, y1 4, y1
a
b
P W t ¨ s w t ¨ z q c t , z , r ¨ r dr i s 1, . . . , 4 , .  .  .  .  .  .H0 i i0 i0
a
9.25 .
we obtain after some rearrangement
w t s exp gt , w t s a rg exp gt , .  .  .  . .4, y1 10 1
w t s y 1rg exp gt , w t s ya exp gt , .  .  .  .  .20 30 1
w t s ya q a t rg exp gt , 9.26 .  .  . .40 1 1
c t , z , r s 0, c t , z , r s a T , z , r rg exp gt , .  .  .  .4, y1 10 2
c t , z , r s 0, c t , z , r s ya T , z , r exp gt , .  .  .  .20 30 2
c t , z , r .40
y1s ya T , z , r rg q h T , z , r q r q T , z , r t exp gt , .  .  .  . 52 31
9.27 .
 .  .  .  . w  .where h t, z , r s a t, z , r y k q t, z , r , q t, z , r s q t, z , r q2 10 31 20
 .x  .q t, r, z r 2g .20
 .  .Substituting the expressions for the operators W t i s 1, . . . , 4i0
b
W t ¨ s w t ¨ z q c t , z , r ¨ r dr i s 1, . . . , 4 .  .  .  .  .  .Hi0 i0 i0
a
9.28 .
 .  .into Eqs. 6.4 ] 6.6 , one has after some rearrangement the following
 .  .  .equations for obtaining w t and c t, z , r i s 1, . . . , 4 ,i0 i0
t
w t s exp y m s ds , w t s w t rg , .  .  .  .H10 20 10
T
w t s a w t , w t s a w t rg , 9.29 .  .  .  .  .30 1 10 40 1 10
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b
­c t , z , r r­ t s y m t c t , z , r q h t , s, r c t , z , s ds .  .  .  .  .Hk 0 k 0 k 0
a
qh t , z , r w t , 9.30 .  .  .k 0
c t , z , r s c t , z , r rg k s 1, 3 , 9.31 .  .  .  .kq1, 0 k 0
c T , z , r s 0, c T , z , r s a T , z , r . 9.32 .  .  .  .10 30 2
 .  .Equations in 9.30 with initial conditions 9.32 can be solved in a closed
w xform by using results of 14, pp. 155]156 .
 .  .  .  .  .Now, let us consider Eqs. 7.4 ] 7.11 . Solving Eqs. 7.5 , 7.9 ] 7.11 by
 .  .  .representing the operators P M t and P M t i s 1, 2, 3 , in they1 3 0 i
form
b
P M t ¨ s m t ¨ z q w t , z , r ¨ r dr , .  .  .  .  .Hy1 3 3, y1 3, y1
a
b
P M t ¨ s m t ¨ z q w t , z , r ¨ r dr i s 1, 2, 3 , .  .  .  .  .  .H0 i i0 i0
a
9.33 .
we obtain after some rearrangement
m t s y 1r 2g r exp 2gt , .  .  .3, y1
m t s krg 2 y 0.5 exp gt exp gt , .  .  .  .10
m t s k y1 q 0.5 exp gt exp gt , .  .  .20
m t s k y2 a q a q a r 2g y a t exp gt exp gt , 9.34 4 .  .  .  .  .30 1 1 1 1
w t , z , r s w t , z , r s w t , z , r s 0, .  .  .3, y1 10 20
w t , z , r s k a T , z , r q a T , r , z y1 q 0.5 exp gt .  .  .  .30 2 2
y gr2 b z , r q b r , z t y 1r 2g exp gt exp gt , 9.354 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
y1 .  .  .where b z , r s h T , z , r q r q T , z , r .31
 .  .Substituting the expressions for the operators M t and M t3, y1 i0
 .i s 1, 2, 3 ,
b
M t ¨ s m t ¨ z q w t , z , r ¨ r dr , .  .  .  .  .H3, y1 3, y1 3, y1
a
b




 .  .  .into Eqs. 7.4 , 7.6 ] 7.8 , one has after some rearrangement
m t s 1r 2g r , m t s 1rf y kc t , .  .  .  .3, y1 10 1
m t s k 0.5 y a c t , .  .20 1
2m t s 1rf y k a r 2g y a y a c t , 9.37 .  .  .  .30 2 1 1 1
w t , z , r s 0, .3, y1
t
w t , z , r s yk w s c s , z , r q c s , r , z .  .  .  .H10 10 10 10
T
b
q c s , z , s c s , r , s ds ds , .  .H 10 10 5
a
t
w t , z , r s yk w t c s , r , z q a c s , z , r .  .  .  .H20 10 30 1 10
T
b
q c s , z , s c s , r , s ds ds , .  .H 10 30 5
a
w t , z , r .30
s k 0.5 a T , z , r q a T , r , z y 0.25 b z , r q b r , z .  .  .  .2 2
t
y a w s c s , z , r q c s , r , z .  .  . .H 1 10 30 30
T
b
q c s , z , s c s , r , s ds ds , 9.38 .  .  .H 30 30 5
a
t 2 y1 .  .where c t s H w s ds . So, the coefficients for « and the zero-orderT 10
 .  .ones in the asymptotic expansions of the operators P t, « , W t, « , andi j
 .  .M t, « i s 1, 2, 3; j s 1, . . . , 4 are completely obtained. The first-orderi
coefficients of these asymptotic expansions are obtained similarly by using
the expressions
b
P t ¨ s p t ¨ z q q t , z , r ¨ r dr , 9.39 .  .  .  .  .  .Hi1 i1 i1
a
b
W t ¨ s w t ¨ z q c t , z , r ¨ r dr , .  .  .  .  .Hj1 j1 j1
a
b
P W t ¨ s w t ¨ z q c t , z , r ¨ r dr , 9.40 .  .  .  .  .  .H1 j j1 j1
a
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b
M t ¨ s m t ¨ z q w t , z , r ¨ r dr , .  .  .  .  .Hi1 i1 i1
a
b
P M t ¨ s m t ¨ z q w t , z , r ¨ r dr , 9.41 .  .  .  .  .  .H1 i i1 i1
a
where i s 1, 2, 3; j s 1, . . . , 4. For the sake of simplicity we do not present
 .  .the corresponding equations for obtaining the functions in 9.39 ] 9.41 .
Let us consider the operator
b
M t , « h s M t , « h z q F t , z , r , « h r dr , 9.42 .  .  .  .  .  .H1 1 1
a
where
M t , « M t , « .  .11 21
M t , « J , .1  /M t , « M t , « .  .21 31
F t , z , r , « F t , z , r , e .  .11 21
F t , z , r , « J , .1  /F t , r , z , « F t , z , r , « .  .21 31
1 j 1 j . w  .  .x  . w  .M t, « J  « m t q m t , M t, « J  « m t qk1 js0 k j k j 31 jsy1 3 j
1 j .x  . w  .  .x  .m t , F t, z , r, « J  « w t, z , r q w t , z , r , F t, z , r, «3 j k1 js0 k j k j 31
1 jw  .  .x  .  .J  « w t, z , r q w t , z , r k s 1, 2 . In 9.42 and in the se-jsy1 3 j 3 j
 .quel h z denotes any vector of dimension 2 with components belonging
2w xto L a , b .
 .From the proof of Theorem 8.1 one has that the matrix M t, « and the1
 . w xoperator M t, « are invertible for all t g 0, T and all sufficiently small1
« . Moreover, it can be verified immediately that
by1M t , « h s N t , « h z q V t , z , r , « h r dr , 9.43 .  .  .  .  .  .H1 1 1
a
where
N t , « N t , « .  .11 21 y1N t , « J s M t , « , .  .1 1 /N t , « N t , « .  .21 31
V t , z , r , « V t , z , r , « .  .11 21
V t , z , r , « J .1  /V t , r , z , « V t , z , r , « .  .21 31
s yR t , z , r , « N t , « , .  .1 1
 .  .  .R t, z , r, « is the resolvent of the kernel N t, « F t, z , r, « .1 1 1
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Now let us consider the operator
K t , « J P t , « q W U t , « My1 t , « W t , « , 9.44 .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1
where
b
P t , « h s P t , « h z q Q t , z , r , « h r dr , .  .  .  .  .H1 1 1
a
b
W t , « h s W t , « h z q C t , z , r , « h r dr , 9.45 .  .  .  .  .  .H1 1 1
a
P t , « « P t , « .  .11 21
P t , « J , .1  /« P t , « « P t , « .  .21 31
Q t , z , r , « « Q t , z , r , « .  .11 21Q t , z , r , « J , .1  /« Q t , r , z , « « Q t , z , r , « .  .21 31
W t , « « W t , « .  .11 21
W t , « J , .1  /W t , « « W t , « .  .31 41
C t , z , r , « « C t , z , r , « .  .11 21
C t , z , r , « J , .1  /C t , z , r , « « C t , z , r , « .  .31 41
1 j 1 j .  .  .  .  .P t, « J  « p t , Q t, z , r , « J  « q t i s 1, 2, 3 ,i1 js0 i j i j js0 i j
1 j .  . w  .  .x  . w  .W t, « J w t q « w t q w t , W t, « J  « w t q11 10 11 10 k1 js0 k j
y1 1 j .x  .  .  . w  .  .xw t k s 2, 3 , W t, « J « w t q  « w t q w t ,k j 41 4, y1 js0 4 j 4 j
 .  . w  .  .x  .C t, z , r, « J c t, z , r q « c t, z , r q c t , z , r , C t, z , r, «11 10 11 10 k1
1 jw  .  .x  .  .J  « c t, z , r q c t , z , r k s 2, 3 , C t, z , r , « Jjs0 k j k j 41
y1 1 j . w  .  .x« c t , z , r q  « c t, z , r q c t , z , r .4, y1 js0 4 j 4 j
 .  .  .Using Eqs. 9.43 ] 9.45 , we can express the operator K t, « in the1
form
b
K t , « h s V t , « h z q D t , z , r , « h r dr , 9.46 .  .  .  .  .  .H1 1 1
a
where
V t , « «V t , « .  .11 21V t , « J .1  /«V t , « «V t , « .  .21 31
s P t , « q W X t , « N t , « W t , « , .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
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D t , z , r , « «D t , z , r , « .  .11 21
D t , z , r , « J .1  /«D t , r , z , « «D t , z , r , « .  .21 31
s Q t , z , r , « q W X t , « V t , z , r , « W t , « .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
q W X t , « N t , « C t , z , r , « .  .  .1 1 1
q CX t , r , z , « N t , « W t , « .  .  .1 1 1
b Xq C t , s, z , « N t , « C t , s, r , « .  .  .H 1 1 1
a
qW X t , « V t , z , s, « C t , s, r , « .  .  .1 1 1
qCX t , s, z , « V t , s, r , « W t , « .  .  .1 1 1
b Xq C t , s, z , « V t , s, s , « C t , s , r , « ds ds. .  .  .H 1 1 1 1 1 1
a
Note, that using nondifficult calculations, one can express the functions Vi1
 .and D by the functions P , W , N , Q , V , C i s 1, 2, 3; j s 1, . . . , 4 .i1 i1 j1 i1 i1 i1 j1
 .  .Now, using Eqs. 9.42 ] 9.46 and Theorem 8.1, one directly obtains the
following theorem.
 .  .THEOREM 9.1. For all sufficiently small « ) 0 the problem 9.9 ] 9.13
 .  .  .has a unique solution K t, « , L t, z , r, « i s 1, 2, 3 in the domaini i
w x w x w xt g 0, T , z g a , b , r g a , b . This solution satisfies the inequalities
<  .  . < 2 <  .  . < < b w  .K t, « y V t, « F a« , K t, « y V t, « F a« , H L t, z , r, « y1 11 j j1 a 1
 .x  . < 2 w b 2  . x1r2 < b w  .D t, z , r , « ¨ r dr F a« H ¨ r dr , H L t, z , r , « y11 a a j
 .x  . < w b 2 . x1r2 w xD t, z , r, « ¨ r dr F a« H ¨ r dr for all t g 0, T and almostj1 a
w x  . 2w xall z g a , b , where j s 2, 3; ¨ r is any function belonging to L a , b ;
and a ) 0 is some constant independent of « .
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